Creating First New Tracker Displays an Error in 15 LTS
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Description
Creating fresh new first Tracker in Tiki 15.x yells an error alert box now:

Importance
- 5

Easy to solve?
- 1 difficult

Priority
- 5

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼
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Comments

Jonny Bradley 09 Mar 17 10:06 GMT-0000

It's a new "feature" added in r61189 - maybe it should be optional? ;)

luciash d' being ⬤ 15 Mar 17 13:41 GMT-0000

I have backported Victor's commit to 15.x but now there is another error displayed and the page content is gone...
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